
AccuQuilt Continues 10-Year Anniversary Celebration with Release of Limited-Edition GO!® Die 
Storage 
  
New storage from AccuQuilt gives quilters a commemorative, customizable way to store their GO! dies. 
  
  
(OMAHA, NE) July 2, 2018—AccuQuilt, a U.S. based company that specializes in manufacturing premiere 
fabric cutting machines, is happy to announce the release of its GO! Die Storage Limited Edition-6" x 12". 
This new release allows GO! die users to customize their storage by consolidating, grouping and labeling 
up to eight 6" x 12" and 5" x 10" dies. 
  
“Our limited-edition anniversary storage is something for all GO! die users,” said director of marketing, 
Dawn Drazdys. “Whether you have a whole collection or just began cutting with GO! dies, this solution 
helps you organize your workspace so you can cut time and quilt more.” 
  
Voted on by AccuQuilt customers, the clean white packaging with a commemorative anniversary blue 
touch fits in any room’s décor. The blue is also found on the storage system’s ribbon tabs, which have 
traditionally been seen in AccuQuilt green. These convenient tabs make it easy to retrieve the storage 
from its snugly fit case. 
  
GO! Die Storage Limited Edition-6" x 12" holds eight 6" x 12" or 5" x 10" GO! dies and is compatible with 
many of AccuQuilt’s 2018 GO! die releases, including the 10th Anniversary Limited-Edition GO! Leaping 
Frog (55199), GO! Elephants (55373) and GO! Airplanes (55366). New dies and storage containers can be 
purchased at AccuQuilt Signature Retailers or on accuquilt.com. 
  
About AccuQuilt—Better Cuts Make Better Quilts® 
Headquartered in Omaha, Neb., AccuQuilt offers quilters, fabric crafters and retailers a premiere line of 
fabric cutters, dies, quilting patterns and other quilt and fabric cutting solutions that help quilters 
quickly and accurately cut shapes for quilting and fabric crafts. AccuQuilt also offers quilters a wide 
variety of rich educational resources to enhance their quilting experiences. Cutting with AccuQuilt 
cutters is a natural evolution of fabric cutting methods. For more information on how to Cut Time. Quilt 
More.™, visit accuquilt.com or call 888.258.7913. 
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